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…youʼre going
to love Ridgelea

Ridgelea is a forward-thinking, safe and inclusive space
for families of every kind to ﬂourish. Discover a new home
for your individual needs or style. Feel inspired by the
vibrancy of surrounding native Alpine ﬂora and fauna in
this stunning area nestled to the south-east of Melbourne.

Main Boulevard
With easy access to Ridgelea’s main Boulevard
from both directions of the Princes Hwy, the main
entrance is hard to miss with its towering Alpine
inspired sculpture setting the tone for the estate’s
beautifully considered landscape architecture.
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The chance for…
A FRESH START

A BETTER WAY OF LIVING

A PLACE THAT GETS YOU

When you find yourself in Ridgelea, you won’t just
find yourself a quality new home — you will find yourself
a part of a quality community. This development in
the newly-created suburb of Pakenham East offers its
residents a neighbourhood brimming with opportunities
for genuine connection.

Who said you can’t have it all? At Ridgelea, everything
you could possibly want for a high-quality lifestyle at any
stage of life is within reach. Shopping, schools, childcare,
public transport, outdoor and community spaces to
explore and connect. Positioned on the edge of the
Gippsland region, country vibes meet city connectivity
at Ridgelea.

A modern approach to community with village appeal
and the priority of living life authentically. They say home
is where the heart is, and heart is at the centre of the
creation of Ridgelea.
The chance for something great. It’s all at the Ridge.

A Breath of Fresh Air
Community engagement is top of mind with
local parks, playgrounds, walking trails and
wetlands strategically placed throughout
the estate for residents to gather and enjoy.
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OVERVIEW

The Ridgelea Project
For those searching for a place to
call home amongst like-minded families,
Ridgelea oﬀers up to 3,000 residential lots
to suit families of every size, including
singles and retirees.

Up to 9,000 residents will have the chance to make this
their home town, including many people just like you.
Expect ample freedom and fresh air from life in Ridgelea.
Forget about feeling crowded in — over 20% of the project
is committed to enriching lives through open spaces.
Walkways and nature trails support a healthy lifestyle
while also providing a habitat for local fauna.
Ridgelea respects the land on which it is built and is
guided by the existing landscape and history of the area.
Conserving local heritage and providing environmentally
sound, sustainable design means that Ridgelea residents
will feel a strong sense of place.
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3,000+ residential lots

Up to 9,000 residents

Including a vast range of lot sizes, townhouse
developments and even a lifestyle village.

People from all walks of life will come
together to create a special new community.

20% committed
to open spaces

Quality schools and
a childcare centre

Take in picturesque 360° views from the
hilltop park or explore one of the many
walking trails.

Including a proposed private primary school
and Government secondary school.

The Pakenham East Town Centre will become a
hub for locals — shopping, medical and convenience
needs are readily fulfilled. The Town Centre is complete
with supermarkets, specialty shops, service station,
medical hub, food outlets and everything you need.
As well as providing homes, Ridgelea is set to create a
thriving local economy with employment opportunities
for many people in the community across retail,
commercial, education and more local businesses.
When we say it’s all at the Ridge, we mean it.

Pakenham East
Town Centre

A thriving
local economy

Everything you could possibly need with
retail, dining and medical services right
at your doorstep.

Opportunities for retail, commercial,
education and local business.

Sustainable design

Natural surrounds

With a vision for a sustainable future,
Ridgelea supports sustainable and
environmentally conscious living.

Get set to explore with the picturesque
Mt Cannibal, Bunyip State Park and
Strzelecki Ranges all close by.
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Major Arterials
Bordered by the Princes Fwy to the south
and Princes Hwy to the north, residents
will enjoy quick access to major arterials
connecting them to Melbourne’s CBD,
Gippsland and beyond.
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AMENITIES

Thoughtful,
convenient amenities
A ﬂourishing community needs to be equipped
with all the amenities required to thrive in life.
Ridgelea understands the diversity of its community and ensures
that the needs of each individual can be met with ease.
Everything you need from day to day will become available
from the Pakenham East Town Centre. Head to the supermarket
or specialty shops and enjoy the convenience of a service
station and fast food. A medical centre plus services such as
a physiotherapist, chiropractor and chemist will be on hand
to take care of your health.
Quality schools and a childcare centre means that Ridgelea
families can feel confident that their children are valued in
the community.
It wouldn’t be a connected community without places to
connect. Open spaces, communal areas and plenty of spots
to catch up with friends are part of what makes Ridgelea
so desirable.
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Neighbourhood Parks and Spaces
The first of many outdoor recreational areas,
this local park is set to become a popular
community meeting place for residents,
providing the perfect backdrop for a picnic
or an idyllic spot to play with the pets.
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Ridgelea Masterplan

Ridgelea Masterplan

DISCLAIMER: Please note that this plan is an artist’s impression and is to be used as a guide only. All lots will be subject to Ridgelea building design
guidelines, available on enquiry. Whilst every care is taken to ensure that this plan is correct, it is indicative only and subject to change without notice.
Purchasers must rely on their own enquiries and the Contract for Sale of Land. Future planned residential (by others) shown are also indicative and
construction is the responsibility of other/s. Plans are not to scale. NOTE: Dimensions are subject to survey and preparation of final subdivision plan.

DISCLAIMER: Please note that this plan is an artist’s impression and is to be used as a guide only. All lots will be subject to Ridgelea building design
guidelines, available on enquiry. Whilst every care is taken to ensure that this plan is correct, it is indicative only and subject to change without notice.
Purchasers must rely on their own enquiries and the Contract for Sale of Land. Future planned residential (by others) shown are also indicative and
construction is the responsibility of other/s. Plans are not to scale. NOTE: Dimensions are subject to survey and preparation of final subdivision plan.
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LIFESTYLE

The Ridgelea
Lifestyle
Ridgelea oﬀers members of its community
a lifestyle that supports them to be happy,
healthy and fulﬁlled.
Whether your interests lie in keeping fit, spending
quality time with family or immersing yourself in the arts,
Ridgelea has something for everyone.
From parks, open reserves and hiking tracks to bike trails
and countless walking routes, there are plenty of ways you
can explore the great outdoors.
Venturing out from Ridgelea to the nearby regions you
can find West Gippsland on your doorstep and all that
it has to offer. A day out horse-riding or motor-biking is
easily accessible, along with many gems to discover in
surrounding rural towns.
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COMMUNITY

The freedom
to live your way
The community you choose to live within
should understand you and support you to
live life your way.
At Ridgelea you can be authentically you in a community
that prioritises culture, connection and kindness.
Singles, couples, growing families, retirees — no matter
what approach you take to life or which stage you are at,
Ridgelea offers a place to call home.
Take the opportunity to make it your own. Come together
with like-minded residents and take your community to
the next level with events and projects.
Take the chance on Ridgelea — it’s all at the Ridge.
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Waterway Reserve
At around 15.04 hectares (37.16 acres),
this potential waterway reserve cleverly integrates
Ridgelea’s water management design with a
multi-use community area, enabling the land
to be used for recreation and/or environmental
purposes while acting as a retarding basin,
providing treatment and sediment of stormwater.
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PAKENHAM EAST & SURROUNDS

Discovering
Pakenham East
The newly-created suburb of Pakenham East
is the picturesque setting for Ridgelea.
The natural surrounds feature Alpine flora and fauna,
with Pakenham East the gateway to some of Victoria’s
most beautiful locations including the diverse ecosystems
of Bunyip State Park and the scenic Strzelecki Ranges.
Pakenham East is supported by quality infrastructure
to ensure maximum convenience for the Ridgelea
community. In less than 20 minutes you can drive to
the nearby Westfield Fountain Gate Shopping Centre
or the bustling suburb of Berwick.
Excellent freeway access means that Melbourne’s
CDB is less than an hour away. Prefer to leave the car
at home? You're only a short distance to the proposed
Pakenham East train station.
Exploring further to the east, a 15-minute trip will
take you to Mt Cannibal’s impressive views and bush
trails, the award-winning Cannibal Creek Winery,
Pakenham Racing Club and plenty of fun for the
whole family at Gumbuya World.
Everywhere is within reach of Ridgelea.

Pakenham Hotel

Deep Creek Reserve

Cardinia Cultural Centre

Pakenham Station

Deep Creek Golf Club
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Pakenham Central Marketplace
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Parklea's building
quality communities
Parklea developments are built on quality and a
sense of community. Parklea is setting new standards
for the area, building land estates with larger lots for
open, outdoor living. Enjoy premium features such as
COLORBOND® fencing and landscaping, solar and
security rebates, quality facilities and parks all moments
from your door.

Building communities, not just land estates,
is Parklea’s ethos, with an emphasis on fostering safe,
friendly neighbourhoods through events, residents’
groups and community facilities.
Parklea's communities embrace their natural
environments, bringing homes into harmony with nature.
Sustainability is also a key focus.

Chances are youʼll be right at home
in Ridgelea. Find out more today.
Scan the QR code to go to
the Ridgelea website or visit

ridgeleaestate.com.au
1300 925 349
info@ridgeleaestate.com.au

DISCLAIMER: Information contained within this document is subject to change
without notice. Prospective purchasers should make their own enquiries on all
aspects contained herein which do not constitute representation of the developer
or agent. Images are for illustrative purposes only.

